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12!!like!they!are!for!dancing.!Gasping!for!something!to!do,!I!check!my!phone.!No!reply,!no!service,!no!sign!of!those!that!had!driven!with!me!here.!!! I!relax!backward!into!the!chair,!the!din!from!the!party!down!the!grassy!hill!growing!more!faint!and!regular,!less!spiked!with!the!noise!of!new!arrivals!and!skilled!beer!pong!shots.!With!this!quiet!I!suddenly!realize!how!weird!it!is!that!I’m!not!talking!to!Alex.!I!check!my!phone!again,!thinking!I!felt!some!slight!vibration!against!my!outer!thigh,!and!find!nothing.!!! Rising!with!conviction!I!breathe!deeply!and!stretch!my!arms!out,!a!signifier!that!I!feel!will!mask!my!discomfort!at!the!length!of!time!I!have!lingered!here!in!the!first!place.!Passing!Alex,!I!mostly!mumble!can!I!get!you!anything!in!an!attempt!to!justify!my!leaving!and!make!it!seem!somehow!less!than!permanent,!so!she!will!not!take!it!personally.!To!my!surprise!she!answers,!asking!is!there!anything!that!isn’t!cheap!beer.!I!almost!jump.!I!look!down!at!her!to!find!that!she!has!not!taken!her!eyes!off!of!the!fire.!She!holds!an!empty!cup!as!well,!with!eggshell!foam!near!the!bottom.!I!take!it!from!her!hand!and!walk!away,!trying!not!to!look!in!a!hurry.!!! The!party!has!died!down!considerably,!and!for!the!most!part!moved!indoors.!The!game!table!is!now!piled!over!with!old!cups!and!a!few!empty!cigarette!packs.!It!looks!like!they!left!midgame.!I!find!one!of!the!balls!and!try!to!make!a!cup.!I!miss,!horribly.!Through!the!glass!doors!I!see!that!the!kitchen!is!empty!but!the!faint!roar!from!inside!washes,!muffled,!against!it.!Sliding!the!door!open!I!can!hear!the!increasingly!manic!drumbeat!of!I!Can’t!Stop!!! I!enter!through!the!doors!and!step!into!the!dark!kitchen.!I!look!over!to!the!island.!It!is!substantially!more!cluttered!than!before,!ruby!cups,!some!halfWfull,!most!empty!and!tipped!over,!emptier!bottles!of!cheap!rum!and!vodka,!dingy!shot!glasses,!
13!!cabinets!overhead!hung!open!in!various!stages!of!undress.!I!would!think!that!with!that!much!alcohol!gone!people!would!be!too!drunk!to!function,!but!again!I!don’t!drink.!I!am!shocked!to!see!the!Apothic!untouched,!sitting!in!seemingly!the!exact!same!position.!I!walk!forward!into!the!living!room,!up!the!few!steps!and!into!the!din.!The!walls!wheeze!under!the!thunder!of!the!bass!bubbling!out!of!the!speakers.!A!solid!mass!of!faces!and!bodies!undulates!like!the!tangle!of!coital!snakes.!I!can’t!imagine!how!anyone!in!the!middle!of!that!is!having!fun.!I!lean!against!the!doorframe!of!the!kitchen!and!watch!the!spectacle!for!a!few!minutes.!A!brunet!dancing!close!to!a!blonde!female!jerks!his!body!awkwardly!to!brush!against!her!arm.!He!repeats!this!several!times,!each!time!rounding!his!fingers!with!more!tension!to!suggest!a!pivot!to!her.!After!several!attempts!she!comes!closer!to!him!and!they!press!against!one!another.!With!each!movement!they!lapse!back!into!the!primal!waltz!of!the!whole.!I!can’t!believe!that!worked.!I!can’t!believe!he!thought!it!would!work!well!enough!to!try!it.!I!retreat!back!into!the!kitchen.!Drawing!breaths!in!deep,!I!retrieve!two!glasses!from!one!of!the!cupboards!and!fumble!through!three!drawers!before!finding!a!very!rudimentary!wine!key.!I!grab!the!Apothic!by!the!neck!of!the!bottle,!wrapping!my!fingers!around!the!deep!red!label,!and!make!my!way!outside,!inviting!ruin!down!upon!the!house!or!my!own!head.!!! In!the!distance!the!glow!from!the!stone!pit!is!faint!like!a!newborn!star.!I!see!the!chair!silhouetted!with!soft!outlines,!and!for!a!moment!it!is!unclear!whether!or!not!she!is!still!there.!It!would!make!a!lot!of!sense!if!she!were!gone.!I’d!probably!even!laugh!to!myself.!When!I!am!no!more!than!a!few!feet!away,!however,!I!can!make!out!her!legs!curling!around!the!edge!of!the!chair,!underneath!it!into!darkness.!I!loom!for!a!second,!a!newborn!myself!just!beginning!to!burn,!before!stepping!forward!quickly,!
14!!extending!an!arm!holding!one!of!the!glasses!and!the!bottle!itself.!She!looks!at!it,!then!up!at!me,!as!if!I!had!just!pulled!a!rabbit!from!a!hat.!I!open!the!bottle,!pour!a!glass!for!her!and!set!the!bottle!down.!I!take!a!seat,!looking!down!at!my!lap!and!tracing!the!ridges!of!my!jeans!with!my!finger.!When!I!look!up,!there!is!a!full!wine!glass!extended,!almost!pressed!against!my!lips.!You!know,!until!I!could!smell!it!right!under!my!nose!I!never!thought!about!not!drinking!as!a!huge!decision.!Now!it!seems!like!a!deathbed!conversion.!We!say!some!words!that!are!hushed!and!quick.!She!swirls!the!glass,!so!the!wine!will!breathe!I!suppose,!and!then!gulps!down!her!glass!in!two!large!swallows.!I!suppose!that’s!how!it’s!done.!I!do!likewise!so!as!not!to!appear!in!any!way!untoward.!I!had!always!imagined!that!wine!would!taste!like!the!juice!seeping!from!a!choice!prime!rib,!or!some!molten!rich!gravy.!Wine!does!not!taste!like!this;!it!tastes!rather!like!thick,!mild!grape!juice,!with!a!hint!of!cherry!near!the!end.!As!I!force!myself!to!swallow!I!can!feel!wings!spreading!in!my!chest,!gaping!my!throat!against!my!lungs.!I!think!she!does!not!notice.!I!hope!she!does!not!notice.!!Without!dislodging!herself!from!her!seat,!she!reaches!over!and!takes!my!glass!to!refill!it.!She!refills!her!own!afterwards!and!offers!a!silent!toast.!The!glasses!clink!with!a!brittle!sound,!being!too!full!to!ring!out!bellWclear.!She!again!downs!hers!extremely!quickly!and!I!stare!into!mine,!swirling!it!slightly.!This!is!like!a!scene!from!a!movie;!maybe!that’s!why!I’m!feeling!more!comfortable.!!! She!fills!up!a!third!glass!for!herself!and!I!even!though!I!haven’t!touched!my!second!I!am!beginning!to!feel!the!faintest!numbness!in!the!ring!and!pinky!fingers!of!each!hand.!I!take!a!faint!sip!and!set!the!glass!down!on!the!far!end!of!the!lawn!chair.!I!am!aware!that!it!is!cold!but!I!am!not!cold.!It!occurs!to!me!with!my!hand!already!in!
15!!motion!that!I!am!reaching!towards!her.!I’m!not!even!sure!why.!I!gently!touch!her!forearm.!! She!moves!her!arm!such!that!my!hand!is!now!on!top!of!hers.!It!is!cold!and!immobile.!I!look!upward!and!her!head!is!turned,!looking!into!the!last!dying!coals!of!the!fire.!I!move!my!thumb!over!the!hills!and!valleys!of!her!knuckles!back!and!forth!slowly!and!gently,!recalling!a!gesture!I!have!seen!before.!She!leans!slightly!towards!me,!eyes!on!the!fire,!sweeps!her!free!arm!down!across!her!waist,!and!the!crevice!of!skin!disappears!beneath!grey!wool.!With!my!free!arm!I!reach!to!my!glass,!empty!it,!and!lean!back!into!my!chair.!I!sweep!my!thumb!back!and!forth,!feeling!either!a!gathering!or!release!of!tension!against!my!palm.!We!draw!just!a!little!closer!and!our!gazes!converge!as!we!fix!our!eyes!on!the!common!point!of!dying!light.!!! !!!!! !!!!!!!
































48!!! For!a!moment!I!stand!blinking!upwards,!like!a!child.!The!street!underneath!my!feet!and!the!sidewalks!and!the!yards!of!the!houses!are!blended!together!and!shimmer!like!a!pool.!Little!mounds!here!and!there!give!texture!and!perspective!to!the!ground,!and!trenches!tracing!ahead!of!me!commemorate!footprints!that!are!not!mine.!!! This!is!different!from!the!other!snowfalls!I!have!seen!since!coming!here.!They!were!harsh!and!the!snow!did!not!fall!but!whipped!back!and!forth!along!the!ground,!cutting!through!clothes!and!eyelids!with!little!bits!of!hot!chaff!that!stung!the!skin.!Tonight!the!winds!nuzzle!the!huge!flakes!down!from!above,!letting!them!waltz!lazily!through!the!air!before!coming!to!rest!with!no!impact.!They!fall!on!my!face!like!a!soft!kiss.!I!walk!down!Deerpath!towards!the!Lake!Forest!beach,!eager!to!see!Lake!Michigan!catching!the!flakes!and!stirring!them!like!foam!on!hot!cocoa.!It!is!late!and!the!street!listens.!Every!crunch!of!the!snow!under!my!boots!is!isolated!in!the!silence,!and!rushes!up!to!my!ears!like!a!burst!of!cold!water.!The!constant!motion!of!the!air!tricks!my!eyes;!more!than!once!I!think!I!see!some!shape!dance!from!the!tip!of!my!vision!into!the!shadows!ahead.!! The!thickWfalling!snow!muffles!the!usual!distance!of!cold!air!and!everything!seems!to!touch.!The!grass!under!each!uncovered!footprint!weaves!together!like!a!stitched!pattern.!I!stop!at!the!mouth!of!the!huge!staircase!leading!from!the!park!to!the!beach!below.!At!the!bottom!of!the!steps!the!emptiness!of!the!beach!swells!around!me!like!the!waves!I!can!hear!lapping!against!the!ice!flows!offshore.!I!walk!out!onto!the!sand,!wondering!with!each!step!whether!I!am!still!on!earth!or!testing!the!unsure!glacier!growing!by!inches!every!winter!day.!Without!daylight!and!
49!!through!the!heavy!flurry!the!beach!loses!all!context.!I!might!as!well!be!standing!on!the!edge!of!some!ancient!map!of!a!flat!earth.!! I!walk!back!onto!what!I!think!is!the!pathway!and!continue!down!the!beach.!In!the!distance!a!flagpole!shines!above!a!circular!stone!outcropping.!I!walk!to!it!and!out!to!its!furthest!tip.!In!the!gaps!between!the!crashing!of!the!waves!against!the!jagged!ice!I!hear,!or!imagine!I!hear,!distant!crunches!coming!closer.!In!my!periphery!shadows!and!spigots!of!lake!water!dance!like!wild!shapes!in!firelight.!! The!wind!subsides!and!now!I!am!sure!that!I!hear!footsteps.!I!turn!and!look!further!up!the!beach!to!see!a!figure!walking!towards!the!water.!It!wears!a!long!coat!that!trails!like!a!shroud!and!it!walks!with!deliberate!steps!as!if!counting!them.!I!think!of!walking!towards!it!but!hesitate.!It!hovers!at!the!very!tip!of!my!vision!and!it!is!possible!that!it!is!not!alone.!It!walks!to!the!tip!of!the!ice!and!looks!down!at!the!rippling!water,!collecting!ridges!of!snow!on!the!top!of!its!head!and!along!its!shoulders.!Just!as!I!make!up!my!mind!to!approach,!I!feel!a!vibration!against!my!thigh.!Removing!my!phone!and!squinting!into!its!screen,!I!can!see!a!message!from!a!friend!of!mine,!wondering!where!I!am.!I!reply!quickly!and!start!to!walk!back!towards!campus,!turning!only!once!to!see!the!figure!just!barely!standing!out!against!the!whiteWflecked!blackness,!perched!still!with!hunched!gait!as!if!it!mesmerized!by!the!water!casting!its!broken!reflection.!!!!!!!
50!! Treasure!Valley!! The!valleys!and!mountains!in!Idaho!seem!desperate!to!distinguish!between!one!another,!like!frustrated!twins.!In!California!they!talk!to!each!other;!the!roads!trace!back!and!forth!between!them!like!the!touch!of!a!lover.!In!Chicago!there!are!no!hills,!the!land!lies!flat!as!if!in!a!deep!sleep,!waiting!for!the!plates!to!shift.!Here!the!mountains!linger!in!the!distance!like!the!shy!ones!at!a!dance,!and!the!land!leads!up!to!them!hesitantly,!on!tipWtoes,!before!the!mountains!scoop!it!up.!I!look!out!the!window!of!the!small!propeller!plane!and!see!a!suburban!grid!that!spreads!out!over!dust!like!a!whispered!suggestion,!never!seeming!sure!whether!of!its!own!intention.!! The!plane!lands!in!the!small!Boise!airport!and!we!are!off!it!in!moments.!I!retrieve!my!bags!directly!from!the!belly!of!the!plane!and!walk!through!the!small!glass!bungalow!that!leads!into!the!threeWterminal!structure.!Everyone!flashes!smiles!at!one!another.!Planes!sit!at!odd!angles!on!the!tarmac!and!the!pilot!stops!to!chat!with!one!of!the!female!baggage!handlers.!Behind!me!I!hear!them!burst!into!laughter,!and!I!look!back!to!see!the!woman!paw!at!the!pilot’s!chest!as!they!exchange!gasping!monosyllables.!Once!inside!I!am!crushed!under!by!the!small!scale!of!the!place.!O’Hare!to!LAX!has!been!my!routine!for!three!years!now,!and!I!have!lost!my!fear!of!flying!alone!in!the!pervasive!anonymity!of!large!airports.!I!had!thought!that!O’Hare!seemed!personal!compared!to!Los!Angeles,!but!at!every!turn!I!see!those!around!me!redefining!the!word.!People!on!the!escalator!contort!their!necks!back!and!forth,!chatting!with!those!in!front!and!behind,!laughing!about!the!slight!turbulence!of!the!flight!and!the!man!in!the!third!row,!visible!to!all!of!us,!who!ordered!three!drinks!and!snored!loudly!for!half!the!flight.!I!grip!the!handles!of!my!bags!tight.!Through!the!glass!doors!in!front!of!me!people!pair!off!with!one!another!after!the!exclamations!
51!!and!embraces!that!mark!a!homecoming.!When!I!am!no!more!than!a!few!feet!away!I!can!see!my!parents,!smiling!wide,!and!the!distance!that!remains!between!us!after!we!see!one!another!seems!like!miles.!I!wish!I!had!not!seen!them!until!I!was!closer.!So!far!away!I!find!myself!overWthinking!the!proper!way!to!convey!my!joy.!They!meet!me!at!the!doors!and!we!hug,!my!mother!squeezing!tight!and!my!father!laughing.!!! The!drive!to!my!new!home!slips!by!like!a!halfWremembered!dream.!They!tell!me!about!the!state!of!our!new!home,!the!valley,!the!surrounding!neighborhood,!the!school!across!the!street,!and!their!brief!interactions!with!the!neighbors.!I!sit!and!look!without!seeing!through!the!passenger!window!and!remain!as!still!as!I!can,!hoping!that!the!words!will!wash!over!me!and!seal!me!against!the!strangeness!of!the!place.!The!city!of!Boise!is!no!larger!in!scale!or!population!than!certain!areas!of!Glendale!or!Burbank.!Christmas!decorations!adorn!every!storefront!and!billboards!proclaiming!the!glory!of!Christ!and!God!are!as!regular!as!mile!markers.!Although!I!have!never!practiced!any!religion!I!have!never!been!against!any!religion.!Still!this!seems!so!strange!to!me;!the!zeal!of!the!freeway!signs!leaves!me!feeling!impious!and!negligent!of!some!unrealized!duty.!I!know!that!this!is!a!manifestation!of!my!own!anxiety,!but!I!cannot!help!feeling!as!if!the!place!is!somehow!rejecting!me,!the!way!a!body!might!reject!a!transplanted!organ.!The!lack!of!traffic,!the!dearth!of!onWramps!and!offWramps,!the!harsh!fishWlike!smell!that!emanates!from!the!valley’s!sugarbeet!factory,!each!of!these!things!creeps!into!me!like!antibodies!mounting!an!offensive!against!a!hostile!alien!body.!We!exit!the!freeway!and!drive!through!a!district!made!up!almost!entirely!of!restaurants!and!miniWmalls,!passing!with!dizzying!frequency.!! After!many!turns!and!a!long!stretch!on!a!quiet!residential!road!we!pass!slowly!by!an!elementary!school.!To!our!left!the!grounds!sit!empty,!the!children!
52!!having!abandoned!them!for!Christmas!vacation.!To!our!right,!a!small!vinyl!fence!stretches,!broken!only!by!the!turnouts!for!little!dead!end!streets!on!which!houses!sit!and!face!one!another!as!if!looking!in!a!mirror.!We!make!a!right!onto!Shy!Creek!Place,!and!immediately!another!right!into!the!driveway!of!our!house.!My!anxiety!eases!slightly!as!I!chuckle!to!myself!at!the!street’s!name.!I!could!not!have!chosen!a!more!appropriate!one!myself.!We!exit!the!car,!and!as!my!parents!and!I!retrieve!my!bags!from!the!trunk!I!look!down!the!street!and!across!it.!Our!house!looks!no!different!from!any!of!the!others,!except!for!the!oldWfashioned!Christmas!lights!with!the!huge!bulbs!that!are!the!only!familiar!thing!I!see.!My!parents!walk!me!around!the!garage!to!the!sheltered!front!door!of!our!new!home.!Next!to!it!sits!a!small!porcelain!statue!of!a!German!Schnauzer,!looking!up!at!me!with!submissive!eyes.!This!statue!is!from!my!grandmother’s!house,!to!match!the!actual!German!Schnauzer!we!inherited!when!she!passed,!whose!name!is!Max.!This!used!to!sit!on!a!hope!chest!in!our!old!den.!Already!I!feel!thrust!into!a!new!home!that!looks!as!if!my!old!one!had!been!cut!into!shreds!and!reassembled!from!shaky!memory.!The!door!opens!before!me!and!I!walk!in!with!halfWclosed!eyes,!feeling!something!like!the!anticipation!before!fireworks!explode.!!! On!the!stove!a!pot!bubbles!and!suffuses!the!air!of!the!living!room!with!thyme!and!peppercorn!and!sweet!smells!of!things!roasting.!I!look!around!the!room!and!see!familiarity!without!context,!like!a!dream!that!I!somehow!know!is!a!dream.!Up!the!stairs!I!see!my!Himalayan!cat!peeking!around!the!corner,!mesmerized!as!much!by!the!stairs!themselves!as!my!presence.!The!stairs!are!new!to!both!of!us.!I!am!staring!into!the!eyes!of!a!new!home!that!wears!my!old!home’s!face.!Contents!of!several!rooms!sit!next!to!one!another,!chests!and!furniture!and!tables!and!cabinets!that!I!
53!!have!never!seen!together!in!the!same!glance.!We!sit!down!at!the!dinner!table!and!we!chat!while!the!roast!in!the!pot!finishes!turning.!!! While!my!mother!serves!dinner!I!cannot!keep!my!eyes!focused!on!my!parents!or!the!table!in!front!of!me.!In!the!soft!glow!of!the!overhanging!mock!chandelier!the!colors!of!the!house!blend!together,!and!the!whole!place!has!a!look!so!archetypically!homey!that!it!seems!manufactured!and!plucks!suspicion!out!of!the!back!of!my!mind.!It!is!an!hour!before!I!feel!confident!enough!to!see!my!room!upstairs.!Walking!up!the!stairs!is!strange!to!me,!and!the!thought!of!doing!so!as!part!of!a!daily!routine!swims!in!my!mind.!Once!at!the!top!I!open!a!door!to!my!left!and!my!room!spreads!out!before!me!like!patterns!on!a!screen.!A!large!bed!dominates!the!room,!which!is!furnished!and!decorated!starkly!so!that!I!may!do!as!I!like!to!it.!I!see!a!coat!rack!in!the!corner!holding!my!old!walking!sticks!and!hung!with!my!old!scarves.!On!the!other!side!of!the!room,!a!closet!hangs!open!holding!all!my!old!clothes,!several!old!toys,!yearbooks,!and!trinkets.!I!tell!my!parents!that!it!looks!beautiful,!wondering!how!I!will!not!feel!lost!on!such!a!large!mattress!at!night,!how!I!will!take!up!so!much!space.!Wordlessly!they!direct!my!attention!to!the!wall!facing!my!bed.!I!look!up!and!my!eyes!well!almost!before!I!can!register!what!they!have!seen.!A!pencil!sketch!of!our!old!home!hangs!there,!the!only!home!I!had!known!for!my!twentyWone!years!of!life.!The!details!put!even!my!fresh!memory!to!shame.!My!eyes,!through!a!gathering!fog,!trace!along!the!driveway,!the!plane!of!the!roof,!the!large!pine!tree!puffing!like!a!cloud!from!the!backyard.!I!turn!and!my!parents!are!smiling!at!me!with!tears!in!their!eyes.!We!hug!and!I!hold!them!tight.!We!are!still,!holding!each!other!while!minutes!pass;!the!tightness!in!my!chest!from!the!flight!and!the!drive!and!the!dinner!melts!away!and!in!my!head!there!is!nothing.!
54!!! We!head!downstairs!to!the!den,!in!which!our!Christmas!tree!throws!rainbow!spirals!on!the!corner.!We!sit!down!and!listen!to!our!traditional!holiday!album,!“Christmas!1945,”!arms!around!one!another!and!all!looking!quietly!at!the!tree.!There!are!a!few!presents!underneath!it,!not!as!many!as!years!past,!but!just!enough!to!give!the!scene!the!proper!depth.!My!mother’s!collection!of!nutcrackers!dots!the!room,!standing!guard!on!the!edges!of!the!couch!and!the!body!of!our!standing!grand!piano.!I!tread!water!in!the!warm!colors!of!the!room!and!the!thick!smell!of!the!needles!on!the!tree.!Each!song!calls!to!mind!a!different!picture!from!my!youth,!of!hanging!the!tree!and!unwrapping!gifts!and!watching!my!family!sing!together.!I!am!lost!to!memory!and!soon!the!album!ends,!and!I!can!tell!from!the!heaviness!of!their!arms!around!my!shoulders!that!both!of!my!parents!are!long!since!asleep.!!! I!rouse!my!mother!first.!My!father!groggily!rises!and!goes!to!unplug!the!Christmas!lights!but!I!stop!him,!telling!him!I!plan!to!stay!up!for!a!while!yet!and!acquaint!myself!more!fully!with!the!house.!He!hugs!me!and!follows!my!mother!up!the!stairs,!while!the!cat!lurches!away!from!them!down!the!stairs!and!huddles!between!my!legs.!I!go!to!the!far!corner!of!the!living!room!and!grab!my!guitar,!returning!to!the!den!with!my!cat!in!tow.!I!fiddle!on!the!strings!softly!and!sing!in!a!quiet!falsetto,!so!as!not!to!disturb!my!sleeping!parents.!The!thin!walls!of!the!house!bounce!the!sound!back!and!forth!like!a!trampoline.!After!a!few!songs!I!lay!the!guitar!flat!on!the!couch!next!to!me!and!walk!to!the!kitchen.!I!return!and!sit!quietly!staring!at!the!glittering!tree!with!a!small!amber!bottle!of!beer!in!my!hand.!My!parents!do!not!yet!know!that!I!drink!but!I!do!not!imagine!they!will!mind.!I!think!they!will!not!mind.!Sipping!at!the!lips!of!the!bottle!I!settle!deeper!into!the!couch,!feeling!waves!of!
55!!sameness!lick!at!my!feet.!This!feels!like!it!used!to!at!home.!I!rise!and!walk!through!the!den!and!the!short!laundry!room!into!the!garage.!!The!garage!is!bright!and!organized,!a!sharp!break!from!the!dim!clutter!of!our!garage!back!home.!The!garage!was!one!of!the!rooms!in!my!old!house!that!I!was!oddly!connected!to;!so!many!private!trips!at!night!to!the!dingy!refrigerator!that!housed!my!many!drinks!and!snacks.!There!was!a!long!brown!countertop!on!which!sat!stacks!of!old!CDs!and!two!tool!boxes.!The!place!had!a!homeWlike!quality!all!its!own,!and!despite!the!mess!of!it!and!the!dust!that!occasionally!strung!down!from!the!visible!rafters!overhead!I!always!felt!safe!and!comfortable!there.!This!new!garage!is!bright!and!clean,!and!is!the!only!part!of!my!new!home!that!does!not!yet!look!lived!in.!Sitting!on!an!old!storage!box!to!the!immediate!right!of!the!doorway!is!an!ashtray!and!half!of!a!cheap!cigar!with!a!wooden!bit;!I!light!it!and!puff!slowly!on!it,!watching!the!plumes!obscure!the!light,!and!the!smell!and!rich!opacity!of!the!air!completely!saturate!the!place!in!my!mind,!make!it!feel!more!like!home.!I!hear!a!mewling!at!the!door!and!a!small!padded!thrush,!the!sound!of!my!cat!trying!to!follow!me.!I!reenter!the!house,!leaving!the!cigar!to!smolder!in!the!tray,!and!shuffle!to!the!kitchen.!I!open!the!refrigerator!and!grab!a!beer,!moving!with!fluidity.!I!take!my!place!once!more!on!the!couch,!and!my!cat!jumps!up!next!to!me,!pawing!inquisitively!at!the!guitar,!every!now!and!again!hitting!the!low!E!string!and!letting!a!deep!resonant!hum!probe!the!room.!I!look!at!the!tree!and!settle!deep!into!the!cushions,!feeling!the!place!wrap!its!arms!around!me,!and!the!light!of!the!tree!running!its!fingers!through!my!hair,!whispering!through!a!smile!about!a!place!that!I!used!to!know.!!!!
56!! Brewforia!! My!father!guides!me!backward!with!a!forearm!as!he!tosses!the!match.!It!lands!in!the!small!bronze!bowl!and!flames!leap!upward!and!the!logs!sizzle!as!if!turning!on!a!spit.!The!air!rushes!outward,!hot!against!my!face!in!its!frantic!escape.!The!sun!has!not!even!set!yet!but!ever!since!my!father!got!this!little!aboveWground!fire!pit!he!cannot!resist!kindling!it!in!the!hours!after!dinner,!resting!his!feet!against!its!tinny!edge!and!catching!wind!in!his!curls.!It!has!become!a!new!nightly!ritual!in!the!warm,!thin!breeze!of!Idaho!summer.!I!sit!and!watch!the!flames!spill!down!the!surface!of!the!logs!and!feel!myself!gripping!the!arms!of!my!chair!tight.!They!will!be!here!soon!and!I!do!not!know!what!will!happen.!Will!it!feel!the!same!right!away,!being!with!them,!or!will!it!feel!like!my!new!home!did!at!first,!segmented!and!then!reassembled!according!to!some!new!blueprint!that!seems!structurally!unsound?!Or!will!the!differences!in!locale!prove!insurmountable?!Will!we!sit!around!this!fire!with!nothing!to!say,!following!its!tide!as!one!with!our!eyes!afraid!to!touch?!There!will!come!a!definite!moment!where!I!will!be!tested,!where!I!will!have!to!ask,!I!know!they!will!not!offer!to!me,!they!do!not!know!that!I!would!now!accept.!A!moment!when!one!will!hold!a!bottle,!with!my!reaching!for!it!the!furthest!thing!from!his!mind,!and!I!will!have!to!reach.!My!father!looks!deeply!into!the!cast!iron!bowl’s!center!with!the!reverent!contentment!of!a!man!burning!offerings.!!My!friends!make!the!long!journey!to!Idaho!and!arrive!late!in!the!evening.!The!night!does!not!fall!in!Idaho!so!much!as!it!limps!across!the!sky,!the!sun!stubbornly!spewing!rays!long!after!the!orb!of!it!has!settled!beyond!the!short!mountains!to!the!west.!We!unpack!their!luggage!together!and!settle!them!into!their!room!before!venturing!into!the!backyard,!as!the!sky!drips!into!deep!purple!around!10!PM.!Jeff!is!a!
57!!tall!blond!with!wide!blue!eyes!and!an!infectious!laugh!that!bursts!out!suddenly!as!if!triumphantly!breaking!free!from!shackles!with!each!gasp.!Jack!is!also!tall,!with!deep!red!hair!and!glasses!and!animated!gestures!as!if!permanently!speaking!from!a!pulpit.!They!have!driven!twelve!hours!from!California!and!they!say!that!for!the!last!five!hours!of!the!drive,!until!they!spotted!the!sign!for!Treasure!Valley,!Nampa,!they!had!seen!absolutely!no!one!on!the!unlit!two!lane!road!leading!east!from!the!Oregon!border.!As!they!talk!I!strain!to!imagine!the!feeling!of!their!trip.!Idaho!and!California!exist!in!my!mind!as!parallel!universes.!I!never!had!the!experience!of!coming!from!California!to!Idaho.!To!move!from!one!to!the!other!sounds!to!me!like!passing!between!worlds!separated!by!an!invisible!membrane!that!one!must!probe!for!weak!points.!Maybe!this!is!why!they!had!to!approach!through!Oregon,!maybe!Oregon!is!the!area!of!structural!fault!in!the!boundary!that!keeps!my!two!homes!so!disparate.!Jeff!produces!a!cigar!from!a!coat!pocket!and!I!lead!him!and!Jack!through!our!small!house!to!the!backyard.!! My!parents!sit!around!our!fire!pit!on!the!patio,!staring!into!the!flames!with!bottles!in!hand.!They!rise!and!greet!my!friends,!hug!them,!welcome!them!with!smiling!questions.!After!the!embraces!and!the!gathering!of!more!chairs!we!all!settle!down!together!to!talk.!Jeff!lights!his!cigar!and!the!smell!of!sandalwood!infuses!the!smoke!from!the!fire,!growing!tall!and!spreading!its!arms,!feasting!on!fresh!logs.!The!sound!of!the!conversation!quilts!together,!and!only!upon!later!consideration!do!I!realize!that!I!am!not!examining!the!fabric!of!it!but!rather!contributing,!allowing!myself!to!be!sewn!into!the!whole.!After!some!time!my!parents!say!their!goodnights!and!go!upstairs!to!bed.!We!add!another!log!to!the!fire!and!Jeff!produces!a!bottle!of!Andre!Brut!champagne!from!his!coat,!the!pockets!of!which!must!be!deep.!It!uncorks!
58!!with!a!satisfying!smack!and!he!passes!it!to!his!left,!where!Jack!grabs!it!with!his!large!hands!and!puts!it!to!his!lips!at!an!acute!angle.!This!is!the!moment!that!I!dread,!the!moment!I!have!seen!reveal!itself!by!awkward!and!alienating!measures!time!and!again!since!I!learned!that!my!friends!were!coming!here.!Jack!passes!the!bottle!back!to!Jeff!who!holds!it!resting!on!his!thigh!and!looks!forward.!I!try!to!form!the!words!but!there!are!none!that!do!the!work!of!action.!!The!fire!pitches!and!rolls!like!unsure!waves.!The!breezes!die!and!the!space!around!me!seems!to!swing!inward,!gasping!in!anticipation.!I!hear!the!little!bubbles!in!the!bottle!bursting.!It!hisses!at!me.!They!will!look!at!me!in!shock.!They!will!rise!and!walk!away!in!silence,!leaving!the!bottle!and!me!to!glare!at!one!another!through!the!flames.!My!hand!feels!pressed!against!the!arms!of!my!chair!by!immeasurable!gravity.!I!can!see!their!eyes!meeting!mine!in!a!moment,!hollowed!out,!frozen!like!glass.!The!lights!above!in!my!parents’!window!angle!downward!to!watch!me.!Measuring!my!movement!so!that!it!does!not!seem!too!eager!nor!too!timid,!I!lean!forward!in!my!chair!and!extend!my!hand!towards!Jeff!with!a!sideways!palm!open.!For!a!moment!he!nods!slightly!at!nothing,!which!frightens!me.!Jack!taps!him!on!the!shoulder!and!points!towards!me.!As!he!turns!his!head,!Jack!rises!and!walks!inside!without!words.!Jeff!stares!without!expression,!his!hand!slack!around!the!neck!of!the!bottle,!and!every!time!he!offered!to!me!and!I!refused!press!daggers!of!accusation!hot!against!the!soles!of!my!feet.!I!hear!the!soft!thud!of!some!door!closing!inside!and!the!lights!in!my!parents’!room!die!abruptly!into!darkness.!Nothing!moves.!Suddenly!his!expression!brightens.!He!cocks!his!head!to!one!side!and!a!wry!smile!forms!on!his!face.!He!looks!at!me!for!a!moment!with!a!mix!of!disbelief!and!validation,!as!if!he!made!some!bet!that!he!knew!would!someday!pay!off!but!thought!he!might!die!
59!!before!he!could!collect.!He!passes!me!the!bottle,!saying!nothing,!and!I!drink,!holding!the!neck!of!the!bottle!with!my!right!hand!and!supporting!its!base!with!my!left.!It!has!the!look!and!feel!of!a!ceremony!between!us!three.!!The!moment!passes!and!the!time!is!once!again!fluid,!no!mention!of!my!partaking!is!made!or!needed.!Jack!returns,!having!merely!gone!to!the!fridge!for!a!morsel!of!food.!We!pass!it!between!the!three!of!us!now,!each!drinking!in!gulps,!laughing!more!often!than!speaking.!The!firelight!coats!us!in!indistinct!shadows!and!during!long!breaks!in!the!conversation!we!each!stare!into!the!pulsing!coals!at!its!core.!I!take!the!cigar!from!Jeff!and!draw!deeply!on!it,!holding!it!towards!me!and!looking!down!at!the!ember!with!my!head!cocked!and!my!eyes!slightly!squinted.!I!muse!for!a!moment!at!the!gesture,!so!clichéd!but!seeming!right!now!so!natural,!as!if!I!have!penetrated!the!sense!of!show!and!am!living!the!life!that!art!imitates.!!Feeling!the!time!is!now!right!and!the!auguries!are!good,!I!gather!my!friends!and!take!them!inside,!instructing!them!to!sit!at!the!dining!room!table!and!close!their!eyes.!I!go!to!the!closet!and!retrieve!two!small!red!bags!with!green!cellophane!spewing!from!their!tops!like!fountains.!Jeff!and!Jack!open!their!eyes!and!look!to!me,!as!if!to!ask!why!the!presents!were!necessary.!After!some!reassurances!they!pry!the!cellophane!from!the!bags!and!each!reach!in!blindly.!Jack’s!hand!emerges!clutching!the!waxWdribbled!neck!of!a!bottle!of!Marker’s!Mark,!and!Jeff’s!large!hand!emerges!wrapped!around!the!body!of!a!bottle!of!Johnnie!Walker!Black!Label.!They!each!look!to!me!with!palpable!surprise!and!appreciation!in!their!eyes,!flecked!with!a!hint!of!excitement.!I!am!already!walking!towards!the!kitchen!cabinets!to!get!glasses.!They!each!insist!upon!all!three!of!us!sharing!a!shot!from!their!bottles,!and!we!do!this!before!they!each!pour!themselves!a!generous!three!fingers!over!ice.!We!retake!our!
60!!seats!around!the!fire!pit,!now!offering!only!a!dim!glow!as!the!sky!above,!cut!by!clouds,!hides!and!reveals!the!stars.!!Before!long!the!sky!above!threatens!us!with!impending!sunrise;!little!threads!of!blue!begin!to!burrow!into!the!dark!above!and!the!stars!shy!away.!We!rise!and!walk!together!up!the!stairs!and!bid!goodnight,!closing!the!doors!to!our!respective!rooms.!I!lie!down!in!my!bed!and!sleep!covers!me!in!almost!the!same!moment!as!my!sheets.!!In!the!morning!we!rise!and!take!breakfast!in!town.!Today!we!have!decided!to!explore!the!Payette!River.!One!of!the!most!remarkable!things!about!Idaho!is!the!proximity!of!nature.!In!California,!the!fire!trails!and!hiking!hills!tucked!between!the!towns!and!valleys!are!tamed,!and!without!possessing!it,!invoke!the!undisturbed!character!of!nature,!but!here!a!quick!trek!reveals!real!pristine!land,!land!that!is!not!in!between!the!cities!but!that!crowds!around!them!an!all!fronts,!each!town!a!small!barracks!defending!the!loose!foothold!we!have!established!here.!Or!at!least!this!is!the!impression!the!land!gives.!After!an!hour!of!driving!we!find!ourselves!alongside!the!river’s!coils!deep!into!the!small!foothills.!Finding!a!likely!spot,!we!stop!the!car!and!hike!carefully!down!the!steep!hill!to!the!river’s!edge.!We!set!our!chairs!into!the!wet!silt!on!the!water’s!edge!and!read!in!silence!for!some!time.!I!rise!and!walk!forward!into!the!water,!feeling!my!ankles!tense!against!the!cold.!I!fall!backwards,!the!river!flowing!over!and!around!me!and!my!lungs!clenching.!I!emerge!and!the!water!drips!from!the!tips!of!my!tendrils!of!hair!down!my!nose!and!into!my!eyes.!My!skin!flushes!with!the!blood!returning,!engorging!my!veins;!I!feel!my!skin!shading!red!and!giving!off!slight!heat.!I!return!to!my!book!and!at!various!points!my!friends!and!I!
61!!return!to!the!water,!with!each!dunk!filling!with!the!kind!of!momentary!exhilaration!that!could!shore!up!a!lifetime’s!worth!of!religion.!!I!am!barely!more!familiar!with!this!area!than!my!friends!are,!so!we!drive!slowly.!The!windows!down!and!music!playing,!we!take!the!downhill!winding!road!from!the!river!valley!slowly,!admiring!the!land,!feeling!the!faintest!lick!of!California!wafting!in!the!breeze,!an!association!impossible!for!us!not!to!make,!so!used!as!we!are!to!driving!up!and!down!its!hills!and!valleys!on!aimless!summer!days.!When!we!are!once!again!in!civilization,!stopped!at!a!red!light!on!the!highway!that!intersects!the!main!road,!we!notice!an!intriguing!sign!that!we!wish!to!further!investigate.!It!is!a!building!to!our!left!set!against!a!large!duck!pond,!and!the!sign!before!it!reads!“Brewforia”!in!a!modernWartsy!font.!We!pull!into!their!parking!lot!and!walk!into!the!building.!The!inside!of!the!place!draws!us!in,!with!walls!painted!dark!brown!like!the!color!of!good!chocolate.!There!is!a!small!rectangular!bar!in!the!antechamber!of!the!building,!and!beyond!that!a!large!room!dotted!with!tables!and!the!walls!draped!with!exotic!beers.!We!walk!excitedly!around!the!room,!grabbing!the!bottles!and!reading!them,!the!adults!who!grew!up!from!the!kids!in!the!candy!store.!We!take!our!seats!on!the!outside!balcony!and!each!order!something!new!and!exotic.!We!sip!on!our!beers!and!chat!about!the!day!at!the!river,!the!clarity!of!the!air!and!water,!the!lack!of!traffic,!and!other!virtues!of!my!adopted!state.!After!we!have!eaten!our!fill!we!leave!our!table!and!walk!inside,!marveling!at!the!selection!tacked!to!all!four!walls.!We!each!take!a!folded!empty!sixWpack!container!and!select!our!assemblage!with!care.!We!make!certain!not!to!get!two!of!anything,!so!that!we!can!have!the!broadest!sampling!possible.!We!tell!our!selections!apart!by!our!most!promising!acquisition;!my!pack!is!
62!!the!one!that!contains!a!small!green!bottle!filled!with!deep!brown!ale,!a!Belgian!barleywine!labeled!“Scaldis.”!Outside!under!the!hot!sun!once!again!I!gain!a!new!appreciation!for!the!atmosphere!conjured!by!the!place.!The!casual!familiarity,!the!appreciation!of!beer!raised!almost!to!the!point!of!worship,!the!newness!and!strangeness!of!it,!all!of!these!things!would!have!had!me!measuring!my!breaths!and!looking!for!exits!not!long!ago.!Instead!the!place!was!like!a!shelter,!possessing!a!quality!of!sanctuary!that!seemed!to!pervade!everyone!within!with!an!unspoken!connection.!We!make!the!rest!of!the!drive!home!quickly,!eager!to!chill!our!six!packs!and!welcome!the!longWcoming!night.!!Driving!home!I!am!once!again!gripped!with!a!sense!of!worry.!My!parents!will!be!settling!around!the!fire!now,!my!father!intent!on!performing!his!nightly!ritual.!I!am!twentyWone!and!by!right!have!no!need!to!worry!what!my!parents!will!think!of!my!drinking,!but!I!cannot!help!but!worry.!They!are!the!last!scrap!of!land!upon!which!I!could!hide.!My!home,!sitting!with!them!around!a!fire!or!in!a!living!room!or!down!to!dinner,!these!places!are!the!last!chambers!that!house!the!pieces!of!something!I!for!some!reason!hold!sacred.!They!may!be!taken!aback,!they!may!disapprove!in!so!many!ways.!Would!there!be!that!stunned!look!of!disappointment,!the!kind!that!seeps!slowly!into!the!soul!and!takes!deep!roots?!Will!my!mother!avert!her!eyes!and!expel!the!heavy!sigh!that!she!sometimes!makes!when!devastated,!as!if!trying!to!breathe!out!some!invading!poison?!Or!would!my!father!raise!his!voice,!speak!in!the!highWtoned!boom!that!sometimes!escapes!when!he!is!angry,!with!which!he!can!force!the!even!the!walls!to!crowd!back?!No.!There!would!be!silence.!I!know!this.!I!have!experienced!it!before!in!our!house,!a!silence!that!is!almost!tactile,!bristling!with!dull!pain!and!desperately!grasping!for!explanation,!justification,!any!reason!at!all!not!to!
63!!abandon!hope!that!a!harmless!misunderstanding!might!only!be!wearing!the!mask!of!transgression.!Anything!less!than!their!acceptance!would!make!me!feel!impure,!as!if!I!had!broken!some!unspoken!promise!upon!which!they!had!laid!the!foundation!of!their!remarkable!trust!in!me.!My!friends!always!expected!that!I!would!come!around!to!the!idea!eventually,!even!though!they!were!surprised!that!it!was!now,!but!the!knowledge!that!they!regarded!it!as!something!of!an!inevitability!made!it!easier!with!them.!As!we!near!the!house!the!roads!seem!to!shorten!and!we!take!exits!and!turns!before!I!can!apprehend!them.!I!realize!that!maybe!it!is!not!so!much!their!reaction!I!fear!as!the!simple!act!of!revealing!myself.!Once!they!know!then!it!becomes!irrevocable,!it!becomes!truth,!and!however!imperceptible,!I!will!have!changed.!We!round!the!corner!to!see!my!garage!door!open,!my!father!clenching!his!cigar!in!his!teeth!and!waving!us!in!with!a!smile.!We!exit!the!car!with!Jeff!carrying!two!of!the!six!packs!under!each!arm!and!Jack!casually!swinging!one!at!his!side!while!he!walks.!Having!been!in!the!back!seat,!my!hands!are!empty.!My!father!greets!my!friends!and!me!with!gentle!pats!on!the!back!and!asks!about!the!river.!After!some!pleasant!small!talk!my!father!looks!at!me!and!asks,!“Which!one’s!yours?”!Not!an!atom!in!his!expression!shifts,!his!bright!eyes!and!warm!smile!bearing!down!on!me.!Sweeping!my!arm!with!haste!to!stifle!the!hesitation!I!can!feel!tugging!at!my!limbs,!I!indicate!the!pack!under!Jeff’s!left!arm,!the!“Scaldis”!label!peeking!out,!facing!us!as!if!to!watch!the!big!reveal.!He!nods,!smiling,!and!tells!me!that!there!is!plenty!of!room!in!the!freezer!if!we!want!to!cool!them!off!quick,!and!that!we!should!come!sit!by!the!fire!while!they!chill.!The!moment!does!not!even!have!time!to!gather!its!own!momentum!in!my!mind!before!it!is!over!and!I!feel!light!and!cool,!as!if!under!water.!The!same!interaction!repeats!itself!almost!precisely!when!we!reach!the!kitchen,!where!my!
64!!mother!wraps!leftover!food!and!beams!a!squinting!smile!as!we!enter.!We!lay!our!beers!in!our!freezer’s!ice!tray,!and!while!my!friends!pour!three!glasses!of!scotch!my!mother!hugs!me!and!remarks!on!the!smell!of!sunscreen!fresh!on!my!skin,!saying!it!reminds!her!of!back!home.!!Evening!comes!and!we!once!again!settle!around!the!fire!with!my!parents.!The!sky!tonight!is!crystal!clear,!the!stars!casting!arrows!of!light!downward!with!the!kind!of!pointed!sharpness!that!makes!it!seem!like!they!are!shining!at!me!directly.!The!moon,!a!crescent!sliver,!peeks!over!my!roof,!looking!like!a!cactus!barb!jabbing!outward!from!the!house.!It!is!hot!outside!still!from!the!day,!and!the!air!crackles!with!the!sounds!of!summer!bugs!giggling.!Everyone!talks!with!their!eyes!centered!on!the!fire,!wild!and!directionless!in!the!windy!night.!Occasionally!some!piece!of!wood!will!snap!and!the!fire!will!spew!embers!upward,!the!wind!whipping!them!into!a!miniature!cyclone!of!flame,!careening!over!the!backyard!fence!and!dissipating!in!the!street,!as!if!its!potency!is!confined!to!this!space.!My!friends!and!I!enjoy!a!glass!of!scotch!while!my!parents!puff!on!cigarettes!and!cigars!and!talk!over!their!drinks,!slumping!slightly!into!their!chairs,!weary!from!work!and!pleasantly!tired!by!the!dinner!and!night’s!conversation.!!My!parents,!feeling!sleep!creep!upon!them,!rise!slowly.!“Don’t!stay!up!too!late!you!guys.!Don’t!want!to!waste!a!day!tomorrow,”!my!mother!says!as!they!step!inside.!“No!worries,”!replies!my!friend!Jeff,!shaking!his!hand!and!smiling,!“Namaste.”!!! !
